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James D. Birchfield has written on a variety of figures and topics relating to the Bluegrass, including the artist Thomas S. Noble, fashion diva Mona Bismarck, Bell Court, and Kentucky’s bibliographical ghosts. He is Curator of Rare Books at the University of Kentucky Libraries, as well as a former editor of The Kentucky Review.

Otto Lohrenz is emeritus professor of history at the University of Nebraska at Kearney, where he has long specialized in Colonial and Revolutionary American history. He has published more than twenty-five articles on Virginia Anglican clergymen.

Patrick Lee Lucas is an American Studies doctoral student at Michigan State University. His research interests include trans-Appalachian frontier naming practices and nineteenth- and twentieth-century design history of the United States. He has served as staff in the Division of Historic Preservation of the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government, and as Executive Director of the Blue Grass Trust for Historic Preservation. Mr. Lucas is a native of Lexington, Kentucky.

Kathryn B. McKee is McMullan Assistant Professor of Southern Studies and Assistant Professor of English at the University of Mississippi. She has published articles about a range of authors, including William Faulkner, Bobbie Ann Mason, Kaye Gibbons, Josephine Humphreys, and Lee Smith.